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A climatology of weather-driven anomalies in
European photovoltaic and wind power production
Linh Ho-Tran 1,2✉ & Stephanie Fiedler1,2,3

Weather causes extremes in photovoltaic and wind power production. Here we present a

comprehensive climatology of anomalies in photovoltaic and wind power production asso-

ciated with weather patterns in Europe considering the 2019 and potential 2050 installations,

and hourly to ten-day events. To that end, we performed kilometer-scale numerical simu-

lations of hourly power production for 23 years and paired the output with a weather clas-

sification which allows a detailed assessment of weather-driven spatio-temporal production

anomalies. Our results highlight the dependency of low-power production events on the

installed capacities and the event duration. South-shifted Westerlies (Anticyclonic South-

Easterlies) are associated with the lowest hourly (ten-day) extremes for the 2050 (both)

installations. Regional power production anomalies can differ from the ones in the European

mean. Our findings suggest that weather patterns can serve as indicators for expected

photovoltaic and wind power production anomalies and may be useful for early warnings in

the energy sector.
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European countries are collectively facing pressing challenges
in securing electricity supply with an increasing share of
renewable energy. One of the challenges is the dependency

of wind and solar power on the weather, which is especially
critical when one or both power productions are anomalously low
due to adverse weather conditions. The weather dependency is
expected to increase in the future as the European Union plans to
produce more energy from renewable sources to become climate-
neutral by 20501. Therefore, it is important to study which
weather conditions are related to extreme anomalies in wind and
solar power production, and how their anomalies are spatially
distributed across Europe. Such knowledge can help the electricity
system operators to prepare counter-measures, e.g., with an
adequate national and cross-border transmission grid for
electricity2,3 that could make use of natural balancing effects
arising from regional weather differences4.

Accounting for the weather impacts in energy system analyses
has been attracting research contributions from the energy and
meteorological perspectives. A few studies have addressed how
synoptic weather conditions influence resources for wind and
solar power production, but for past power installations or for a
certain region only or limited to 1-day anomalies5–10. The defi-
nition and classification of synoptic weather conditions varied
across studies and often gave insights with some limitations as
follows. According to a composite analysis based on sea level
pressure, high-pressure systems over central Europe are asso-
ciated with 1-day low power production11. Others used up to
seven weather regimes, i.e., synoptic weather systems that vary on
weekly timescales7,12, and show that European blocking high-
pressure systems are associated with negative anomalies in
renewable power production7,9. Classifications of weather closer
to 30 categories represent more details for the day-to-day varia-
bility and regional differences in the weather13. Higher spatial
resolution and the analogy to meteorological charts make using
weather patterns more applicable for electricity system operators.
To the best of our knowledge, there is no study addressing this
need with the necessary spatio-temporal detail using projected
future installed capacities for photovoltaic (PV) and wind power
production paired with a systematic assessment of power
anomalies across Europe that have durations of one to up to ten
days. Our study aims to contribute to filling this knowledge gap.
The different duration of production anomalies is relevant since
the security of supply depends not only on the daily power
production but also on the load of storage capacities that are
influenced by the sequence of weather over several days9, e.g.,
investigated with an energy-system model for Germany14.

This study presents to the best of our knowledge the first
comprehensive kilometer-scale assessment of the effects of
weather patterns on the spatiotemporal anomalies in PV and
wind power production of different lengths for present and
projected future installations in Europe. To that end, we have
developed the Renewable Energy Model (REM) that simulates PV
and wind power production using hourly meteorological data for
23 years (1995–2017) with an effective horizontal resolution of 6
km. We implemented gridded scenario data for installed capa-
cities of PV and wind power for 205015, which was not done for
past assessments for power production anomalies associated with
different weather patterns6,7,10. Using gridded data is, however,
important for assessments of weather and climate influences on
the energy system16. Specifically, a kilometer-scale hourly reso-
lution is important for the link between weather and power
production because such an approach is substantially closer to the
typical scales for energy applications, which cannot be accom-
plished with the often country-aggregated assessments in past
studies4,6,7,10. To investigate how power production anomalies
are associated with different weather patterns and how the

dependency changes with the projected future power installa-
tions, we perform and inter-compare several REM simulations.
Most of our results are based on the following two REM simu-
lations (see Methods for details):

● Scenario-2050 is the REM simulation with the CLIMIX15

scenario for PV and wind power installations for 2050. This
scenario reflects a substantial increase in the share of PV
power production compared to 201917. REM yields a share
of the PV power production to the PV plus wind power
production of 46%, which falls within the range of the
suggested optimal share of 45–57% to minimize the spatial
variability by changing weather and seasonal variability in
power production4,18.

● Scale-2019 is the REM simulation where we scale the
installed capacities from scenario-2050 with constant
values to match with the Europe-aggregated installed
capacity of PV and wind power in 201917. The ratio of
PV to PV plus wind power production is 24%, which is
about half of that in 2050 and similar to other calculations
for present-day Western Europe11. Our approach retains
the spatial distribution of 2050 and decreases the
magnitude of installations by multiplying scaling factors.
This choice was made due to the lack of a gridded dataset
for present-day installed capacity with a 6 km resolution.
The results proved useful for our assessment and success-
fully reproduced past results for Germany with present-day
capacities6.

The output of the REM simulations is paired with an estab-
lished classification of 29 synoptic weather patterns from the
German Weather Service19. This daily weather classification is
based on an automated identification algorithm of patterns in
charts of the mean sea-level pressure and the 500 hPa geopo-
tential height. An expert control ensures the quality of the
automatically identified weather pattern19. The classification data
allows us to examine the weather dependency of future installed
capacities for wind and PV power associated with different
weather patterns for Europe using quality-controlled weather
patterns of the past. Using synoptic weather patterns is desirable
since this method is well established and routinely diagnosed as
weather service. Our results point to specific weather patterns for
anomalously low PV plus wind power production in Europe
depending on the installation and event duration. For instance,
the lowest hourly PV plus wind power productions are simulated
during weather patterns with very regionally low wind speeds for
the present-day installation while weather patterns for dark dol-
drums coincide with the lowest wind plus PV production for the
2050 installation, consistent with the higher share of PV power in
2050. Ten-day events with the lowest wind plus PV power pro-
duction are associated with prolonged anticyclonic weather pat-
terns for both installations. As such the weather pattern could
give a first indication of whether power production anomalies are
to be expected with the coming weather for a future PV and wind
power installation—an aspect of growing importance when we
move from primarily fossil fuel-based power technologies to an
increasing share of renewable sources for climate change
mitigation.

Results
European mean power production. We find substantial differ-
ences in the European PV plus wind power production (hereafter
total production) depending on the weather pattern. Wind power
production has a prevalent impact on the total output indepen-
dent of the installed capacities with onshore and offshore
installations typically having equal contributions. This can be
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seen from the similar behavior of anomalies in wind power
production and total power production across weather patterns
(Fig. 1a, b). Seven out of eight weather patterns with westerly
winds, indicated by the letter W in the name, have a composite
European total production higher than the climatological mean
for 1995–2017 (Fig. 1a, b). The only exception is the South-
Shifted Westerly pattern (Ws), which has the lowest European
total production and will be discussed in detail later. Positive
anomalies in PV power production have mostly northerly and
northeasterly winds (with letters N and NE). The last character in
their names refers to their cyclonic or anti-cyclonic characteristic,
i.e., a low-pressure system with cyclonic flow indicated by the
letter z (zyklonal in German) and a high-pressure system with
anticyclonic flow marked with the letter a19. Nine out of thirteen
weather patterns associated with anomalously high PV power

production have an anticyclonic characteristic, typically asso-
ciated with anomalously high irradiance due to lower cloud cover
(Fig. 1a, b). Values of power production anomalies associated
with the weather patterns along with their names can be found in
Supplementary Table S1.

Our results for scale-2019 installed capacities are consistent with
earlier findings for Germany6. We see that the pattern of High
pressure over Central Europe (HM) is associated with the lowest
total production for Germany (see Supplementary Fig. S1). In the
European mean, however, HM is associated with the 7th lowest
total power production and is, therefore, less extreme when we
assess a much larger area. From the European perspective, extremes
in power production in single countries can theoretically be
balanced with production in other countries in most cases4, and this
is also true for production shortages in the German energy system14.

Fig. 1 Anomalies in power production associated with weather patterns in Europe. Anomalies in photovoltaic (PV), offshore, and onshore wind power
production (stacked) as well as PV plus wind power (total) associated with weather patterns as simulated by (a). scale-2019 and (b). scenario-2050.
Differences in the anomalies of total production associated with different installed capacities are shown as (c). scenario-2050 minus scale-2019. Red bars
in (c). mark weather patterns where the sign of the anomaly depends on the installed capacities. Results in (a–c) are sorted by increasing total production
from left to right based on scenario-2050 in (b).
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For the majority of weather patterns, we see an anti-correlation
between the European mean of the PV power production and
wind power production, i.e., weather patterns associated with
positive anomalies in wind power production typically coincide
with negative anomalies in PV power production and vice versa
(Fig. 2). This anti-correlation can be used to separate weather
patterns into four groups of similar behavior determined by visual
inspection of Fig. 2 for scenario-2050. The group High wind is the
composite of anomalously high wind power production paired
with anomalously low PV power production. All weather patterns
in the group High wind have positive anomalies in the total
power production and taken together occur 33% of the time. The
group High PV summarizes weather patterns associated with
anomalously low wind power production paired with anom-
alously high PV power production. Twelve out of thirteen
weather patterns in the group High PV have negative anomalies
in the total power production, consistent with the dominant
influence of the negative wind power anomalies on the total
production. This group covers the highest occurrence frequency
of 43%. The group Moderate contains weather patterns associated
with power production close to the climatological mean and
together have an occurrence frequency of 18%. Taken together,
weather patterns with below-average mean power production are
the most frequent.

The group Dark doldrum occurs only during a small fraction
of time (7%). Its weather patterns have simultaneously negative
anomalies in PV and wind power production. This group
contains three weather patterns: South-Shifted Westerly (Ws),
Cyclonic South-Easterly (SEz), and High Scandinavia-Iceland,
Trough Central Europe (HNFz), which are amongst the five
patterns with the overall lowest total power production in
scenario-2050. Although these weather patterns are rare, they are
unique in the sense that there is no natural balancing of

anomalies in PV and wind power production as seen for the other
groups. Since they lead to anomalously low power production,
dark doldrums can potentially be a risk to the security of the
power supply. Dark doldrums are therefore seen as extremes
relevant for the energy sector but are substantially different from
classical meteorological extremes, e.g., storms and floods, that are
usually monitored in forecasts to issue warnings.

All European regions experience a dark doldrum at some point
in time, but they are differently pronounced in magnitude and
can occur with different weather patterns. We define four regions
A–D, selected for their high installed capacity, high potentials for
PV and wind power, or both (see Methods) to illustrate this point.
Weather patterns for dark doldrums in Northern Germany and
the North Sea (region B) are similar to those in the European
mean. In contrast, in the Northernmost part of Scandinavia
(region A), patterns in dark doldrum fall into the group High
wind for the European mean, namely SWz, Wz, and NWz.
Southern regions on the Iberia peninsula and in Eastern Europe
(regions C and D) during winter have relatively larger PV power
production than regions further North but can experience strong
temporal variation in the wind power production due to the
passage of weather systems. This means that in the Southern
regions, weather patterns flagged as dark doldrum are more
characteristic of a doldrum and are less dark than those occurring
further North, e.g., SWa, HNa, Sa, and HFa (Supplementary
Fig. S2).

Installation differences. The two different installations lead to
changes in the ranking of weather patterns sorted by the mag-
nitude of the associated total power production (Fig. 1a–c). In
scale-2019, the ranking of total power production is almost
identical to that of wind power, indicating a strong influence of
wind power on total production. In scenario-2050, the dominant
impact of wind power is still visible but less pronounced. Most
weather patterns retain the sign of the power anomaly but the
magnitude of the anomalies is weaker. One notable exception is
High Scandinavia-Iceland with Ridge Central Europe (HNFa)
with the highest change of total production anomaly, due to the
larger influence from the highest anomaly of PV power (Fig. 1c).

Extremes in total production depend on both the weather
pattern and the installed capacities when we assess the
anomalously low hourly power production, but this is not true
for anomalously high power production. The lowest total
production for Europe is seen for the pattern Icelandic High,
Ridge Central Europe (HNa,− 19%) in scale-2019, primarily
explained by the lowest anomaly in mean wind power produc-
tion. For scenario-2050, however, the same weather pattern is
now associated with the 9th lowest total power production for
Europe. Instead, the lowest total production for scenario-2050 is
seen for South-Shifted Westerlies (Ws,− 12%) with an average
wind power production paired with an anomalously low PV
power production. It reflects the larger influence of PV power in
the projected future power installations compared to 2019. The
weather pattern for the largest total hourly production, Antic-
yclonic Westerly (Wa), is identical for the 2019 and 2050
installations. One could additionally expect more shortwave
radiation at the surface in some future scenarios, e.g., as indicated
by a future reduction in the aerosol optical depth, but other
scenarios suggest little change or a slight increase in aerosol
optical depth for 2050 against the present20. In addition to direct
irradiance, other meteorological factors also play a role in PV
power production (see Methods), e.g., changes in clouds affecting
the radiation transfer, as well as temperature and winds around
the PV panel. As such it is difficult to infer from existing literature
how PV power production would additionally change due to

Fig. 2 Grouping of power production anomalies in Europe. Anomalies of
wind power production against that of PV power production for each
weather pattern based on scenario-2050. The color of the dots marks the
frequency of occurrence and the size is proportional to the European mean
total production in scenario-2050 installation. Circles mark the groups of
weather patterns as used in the text. For the results of smaller sub-regions
in Europe, refer to Supplementary Fig. S2.
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future climate change, with an overview based on EURO-
CORDEX experiments21. The impact of climate change on PV
power production is not a focus of our study.

Natural balancing effects between PV and wind power
production reduce the magnitude of anomalies in total power
production, independent of the weather pattern and the installed
capacities. This is seen by the consistently smaller anomaly in the
total power production compared to either the anomaly in PV or
wind power production (Fig. 1a, b). The range in anomalies
across all weather patterns, i.e., the highest anomaly minus the
lowest anomaly, in the total production in scenario-2050 (26%) is
reduced by one-third compared to that of scale-2019 (42%). This
reduction implies that a high share of PV power in scenario-2050
improves the potential for balancing effects in meteorological
variability for the European energy system, previously suggested
by other studies4,18.

We test to what extent an even higher share of PV power
installations could contribute to the balancing effect. To that end,
we perform a sensitivity experiment with REM, where PV power
installed capacity is five times larger than that of wind power,
equivalent to a PV power contribution of 69% to the total
production. This contribution of PV power is higher than the
optimal share 45–57% of PV to PV plus wind power production
that was estimated from weather and installations of the past4,18.
Increasing the installed capacities for PV power further reduces
anomalies in total production associated with some of the
weather patterns, e.g., HNa and HM have now near-average total
production (Supplementary Fig. S3) in contrast to the below-
average production of −10 and −8% in scenario-2050. There is,
however, no large difference in the range of the total production
anomalies with a slight increase by 3% compared to scenario-
2050, consistent with the optimum being already reached for
lower PV shares4,18. This finding implies that there are benefits of
an even higher share of PV power production during individual
weather patterns, but it does not reduce the overall natural
variability in power production for all weather patterns.

Seasonal differences. We assess the differences in anomalies in
the total power production associated with different weather
patterns for the winter and summer half-year (Fig. 3 and details
for PV and wind power in Supplementary Fig. S4). We use here
the same half-year definition as for the weather patterns19, i.e.,
16 October to 15 April for winter, and 16 April to 15 October for
summer.

The results highlight that weather patterns associated with
above-average wind power production are good indicators for
above-average total production for the 2019 and 2050 installa-
tions (group High wind in Fig. 3a, b). The group High wind
dominates the weather during winter with an occurrence
frequency of 60% (Fig. 3c). Looking at individual patterns in
the group High wind suggests typically small seasonal differences
in the associated total power production, compared to the group
High PV. The seasonal differences are larger and not systematic
across the patterns in the group High wind for scale-2019. For
scenario-2050, however, most weather patterns in the same group
High wind are associated with more production in the winter,
except Low Pressure over the British Isles (TB, Fig. 3a, b). Result
for smaller sub-regions of Europe can be different, e.g., SWz, Wz,
and NWz in the group High wind for European power
production show over region A the characteristics of a dark
doldrum (see Supplementary Fig. S2).

Most weather patterns in group High PV typically have higher
mean total production in summer than in winter (Fig. 3a, b),
consistent with the naturally higher irradiance and lower wind
power production during summer for these patterns (Fig. 2). This

is true for both installed capacities. Weather patterns from group
High PV dominate the weather in summer with an occurrence
frequency of 58%.

Interestingly, the lowest winter total production falls into the
group High PV for both installations, namely Icelandic High
with Ridge Central Europe (HNa). We find an anomaly of −24%
in the total winter power production for HNa in scale-2019 with
simultaneously below-average PV and wind power production
(see Supplementary Fig. S4). During winter, HNa therefore has a
characteristic behavior of a pattern in the dark doldrum
explained by the lower irradiance and the potential fog formation
during high-pressure influence in winter. This is different in
summer when high pressure often leads to cloud-free skies
allowing more irradiance consistent with the anomalously high
PV power production for HNa in the annual mean (Fig. 1a, b).
This finding points to a seasonal dependency of the dark
doldrums characteristics.

In the group Dark doldrums, SEz has the largest seasonal
differences. In the summer, it can lose the characteristic behavior
of a dark doldrum due to near-average total production for both
installations (Fig. 3a, b), primarily driven by above-average wind
power production in the summer (Supplementary Fig. S4). On
the other hand, patterns HNFz and Ws consistently show
characteristics of a dark doldrum, with both PV and wind power
production simultaneously below the average in both seasons and
for both installations (Supplementary Fig. S4). For this reason,
they have very small seasonal differences for total production,
especially in the future installation. They produce the lowest all-
year total production in scenario-2050 (Fig. 1b), although they are
not associated with seasonal extremes, having the 4th and 11th
lowest total production in the winter, respectively (Fig. 3b).

Spatial differences. We assess the spatial distribution of the most
extreme anomalies in the mean all-year power production (Fig. 4).
A complete pictorial atlas of spatial power anomalies associated
with 29 weather patterns is given in Supplementary Fig. S5 along
with statistical information (see Supplementary Table S1). We
discuss here the patterns (1) HNa and Ws with the lowest total
production in scale-2019 and scenario-2050, respectively, (2) Wa
with the highest total production for both installations and (3)
HNFa for the contrasting extremes in individual energy sources and
the sensitivity to the installed capacities (Fig. 1b, c).

The pattern Icelandic High, Ridge Central Europe (HNa)
(Fig. 4a–e) belongs to the group High PV with positive regional
anomalies in PV power production and the lowest wind power
production in the European mean (Fig. 1a). The ridge over
Central Europe is associated with higher than average PV power
production in Germany and Poland in contrast to weak winds
around the North Sea, explaining the anomalously low wind
power production with slightly more pronounced production
reductions in offshore wind power compared to onshore in
Europe (Fig. 1). Away from the ridge, the Iberian Peninsula
receives relatively little irradiance and slightly above-average wind
speeds. The combination of low wind power production around
the North Sea and low PV power production in the Iberian
Peninsula leads to anomalously low total power production in the
European mean for scale-2019. A higher share of PV power in
scenario-2050 helps the positive anomaly in PV power produc-
tion over parts of Central and Northern Europe to better balance
negative anomalies in wind power production in some areas in
Germany and France. This effect is strong enough to increase the
total power production associated with HNa, such that it does not
have the lowest total production in scenario-2050.

The South-Shifted Westerly (Ws) belongs to the group Dark
doldrums with simultaneously below-average PV and wind power
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production (Fig. 4f–j). PV power production is particularly low
due to below-average irradiance across Europe along with a low-
pressure system with the center over the North Sea. Wind speeds
and hence the associated power production are anomalously high
at the southern margin of the low-pressure system, i.e., across
Central and Southern Europe. To the North, weak winds occur
around the North Sea, the British Isles, and Scandinavia (Fig. 4a,
d), leading to a slightly below-average wind power production for
Ws for both installations (Fig. 1a, b). The combination of very
low PV power production and the shortage of wind power
production north of 51°N results in extremely low total power
production across the northern regions for both installations
(Fig. 4g, h). In scale-2019, south-western regions in Europe have
slightly more areas with positive anomalies in total production,
induced by a stronger influence of regionally high wind power
production (Fig. 4g). The positive anomalies in these regions help

to better balance the negative anomalies in the northern regions,
giving a total production for Europe with less negative anomaly
than in scenario-2050 (Fig. 1a).

Anticyclonic Westerly (Wa) shows similar regional anomalies
in total production for both installations that lead to the highest
total production in the European mean. This result is mainly
caused by the strong positive anomalies in wind power
production in the North of Europe. The strong North-South
pressure gradient between 49°N and 59°N causes strong westerly
winds and therefore the anomalously high wind power produc-
tion from the British Isles via the North Sea to the Baltic and the
adjacent countries (Fig. 4k, o). The high wind power production
explains the above-average total production for these regions
which have large wind power plants. The pronounced
regional impact of wind power gives Wa the highest total
production in both seasons and for both installed capacities

Fig. 3 Seasonal differences in power production anomalies. Total production anomalies in % as simulated by (a). scale-2019 and (b). scenario-2050, and
(c). the seasonal frequency of the weather patterns (stacked), sorted by increasing magnitude of power production in scenario-2050 from left to right. The
color-coded groups of weather patterns are marked as in Fig. 2. The seasons here are in half-year periods following the definition for the weather patterns19

with winter from mid-October to mid-April and summer from mid-April to mid-October. For the seasonal differences of PV and wind power production
individually, refer to Supplementary Fig. S4.
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(Figs. 3a, b, 1a, b, 4l, m), despite the below-average wind power
production in Southern regions and below-average PV power
production across most of Europe (Fig. 4n, o).

Weather patterns High Scandinavia-Iceland, Ridge Central
Europe (HNFa) are characterized by a high-pressure system over
Scandinavia causing anomalously high PV but anomalously low
wind power production across all of Europe (Fig. 4p–t). Taken

together, we see a strong North-South difference in the sign and
magnitude of anomalies in the total power production independent
of the installation (Fig. 4q, r). The change in sign of the regional
anomalies occurs around the latitudes 45–55°N. This behavior
points to the usefulness of building North-South electricity
transmission lines to balance naturally occurring regional extremes
in power production due to the weather, even during days when the

Fig. 4 Composite maps for production anomalies associated with four selected weather patterns. Spatial anomalies of power production associated with
(a–e). HNa with the lowest total production simulated by scale-2019, (f–j). Ws with the lowest total production in scenario-2050, (k–o). Wa with the
highest total production in both simulations, (p–t). HNFa with anomalies of opposite signs for PV and wind power production in both simulations. The first
column shows the composite maps of mean sea level pressure (contours) with 4 hPa increments and shading for the irradiance anomalies. The other
columns (left to right) show the spatial distribution of anomalies in total production from scale-2019 and from scenario-2050 installations, as well as the
contributions from PV and wind power production anomalies. The full Atlas of production anomalies associated with the individual 29 weather patterns is
shown in Supplementary Fig. S5.
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weather has a similar influence on PV or wind power production
for all of Europe.

Our results suggest that the balancing potentials strongly
depend on the weather pattern and the installed capacity, such
that the grid planning should not be based on coarse-grained data
assessments. The regional differences such as in Wa specifically
imply that aggregated power production for all of Europe or
single countries is not always representative of all regions falling
inside that area.

Duration differences. The impacts of an anomaly in power
production are expected to be more severe the longer an event
lasts. We conduct a quantitative assessment of the differences in
power production associated with weather patterns prevailing for
different numbers of days. To that end, we first identified events
of consecutive days with the same weather pattern of at least one,
five, and ten days, obtaining 8401, 443, and 19 events respectively
during the period 1995–2017. We then identified from these
events those that were associated with the lowest and highest
daily power production, compared to the climatological daily
mean shown in Fig. 5. We again use the same four regions (A–D
marked in Fig. 5) to demonstrate how the impacts of extreme
production events, measured on the European scale, vary spatially
across several regions.

For individual energy sources, weather patterns associated with
1-day and 5-day extremes in power production are often similar,
but this is not true for 10-day events (Fig. 5). With increasing
duration, the impacts of the associated anomalies in power
production are expected to increase. This is indeed seen in our
result by the increasing magnitude of the power production
anomaly when we go from 1-day to 10-day events, e.g., the largest
absolute magnitude of an anomaly in wind power for 1-day

events is 90% (region C), and for 10-day events is 137% (region
A). However, this effect is not seen for the high production events
for PV power. Specifically, the anomalies in the 10-day highest
production events for PV power are often smaller than for the
shorter durations. This is because all 19 10-day events occur
during winter (mid October–mid April) and are typically
associated with an anticyclonic weather pattern that would fall
into the category of atmospheric blockings. This puts more
weight on the darker winter time in their 10-day means and thus
decreases the average production of PV power compared to
shorter events.

The lowest 10-day total power production for Europe is seen
for Anticyclonic South-Easterly (SEa) with mean anomalies of
−27% and −41% for scale-2019 and scenario-2050, respectively.
Interestingly, SEa exhibits the characteristic of a dark doldrum in
the winter in this event (25/11–04/12/2014), with the 10-day
lowest production for both PV and wind power (−73% and
−13%), but the same pattern is not associated with extremes in
1- and 5-day power production means.

Balancing potentials for total power production exist for both
installations, even for extreme power production events with a
duration of several days. For instance, the pattern High over
Central Europe (HM) is associated with the 1-day and 5-day
lowest total power production in region B, consistent with an
assessment for Germany6. In region A, however, the same
weather pattern leads to the 5- and 10-day highest total power
production, pointing to the balancing potential between Scandi-
navia and Germany as seen earlier in a comprehensive power
system simulation for Germany14. Another example of such
balancing potentials is seen in regions C and D which have the
highest 10-day total production associated with Ws, opposite to
region A which has the lowest 10-day total production associated
with the same weather pattern. Pattern Cyclonic South-Westerly

Fig. 5 Production extremes of different durations associated with weather patterns.Weather patterns associated with the lowest (magenta) and highest
(green) production events that last at least one, five, and ten days for Europe and for the four regions marked on the map (A–D, see Methods). Blue marks
where weather patterns leading to production extremes change from scenario-2050 to scale-2019. The results of sensitivity tests for intermediate event
durations are shown in Supplementary Fig. S6.
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(SWz) brings the lowest wind power production in 1- and 5-day
events in region D, but brings the highest wind power production
with the same durations for region B, agreed with a previous
study7. It implies that an efficient European electricity grid
covering large distances across several country borders would be
beneficial to reduce regional impacts of weather-induced
shortages in power production from wind and irradiance.

The result is robust for events shorter than 2 days, i.e., the
associated weather patterns are identical for 1-day and 2-day
events (Supplementary Fig. S6). For longer similar event
durations, the weather patterns associated with anomalies in
production are not always identical, especially for low-production
extremes, but the patterns have similar characteristics. For
example, SEz and Ws are associated with 5-day and 4-day low-
production events in Europe and both belong to the group Dark
doldrum. Also, NWz and NWa are associated with the highest
10-day and 8-day production events and have similar patterns in
wind directions. The largest differences in the weather patterns
are seen for prolonged events of 8 days and 10 days, which is
consistent with comparably few cases of such extremes.
Specifically, there is a total of 19 10-day events in the period
1995–2017, compared to 69 events with 8-day duration.

Discussion
We provide a comprehensive analysis of PV and wind power
differences and extremes associated with different synoptic
weather patterns for Europe with an high level of detail. Using an
hourly weather dataset with 6 km horizontal resolution, and
future power installations, we simulate PV and wind power
production and pair the results with a routinely used weather
pattern classification. We identify weather patterns associated
with extreme power production averaged for Europe. These cause
extreme anomalies in PV or wind power production individually,
e.g., Maritime Westerly, Block Eastern Europe (Ww), and High
Scandinavia-Iceland, Ridge Central Europe (HNFa), and in some
rare cases simultaneously low PV and wind power production
which we refer to as dark doldrum, e.g., South-Shifted Westerly
(Ws). For present-day installed capacity, the pattern Icelandic
High, Ridge Central Europe (HNa) with low wind speeds across
most of Europe is associated with the lowest mean hourly total
production (PV plus wind power). However, with a higher share
of PV power in the projected future installed capacity of 2050, Ws
produces the lowest hourly average of total production primarily
due to anomalously low irradiance. Weather patterns that lead to
extremely high wind power production, such as Wa, produce the
highest hourly total production, independent of the installed
capacities. Interestingly, the relative share of anomalies in
onshore and offshore wind power production for Europe is
typically similar independent of the weather patterns, although
the estimate of the European mean wind power production for
2050 is by about a factor of four larger offshore (155.8 MW) than
onshore (37.1 MW). It suggests expanding on and offshore
capacities is equally useful from a large-scale perspective on
weather-driven production anomalies.

Increasing the duration of weather patterns from one to ten
days leads to changes in the patterns that lead to extremes in PV
and wind power production. The patterns HNa and Ws are
associated with the lowest 1-day total production in present and
future installation, similar to results for hourly production. But
the pattern Anticyclonic South-Easterly (SEa) stands out as
the 10-day event with the lowest PV, wind, and total power
production for both the present-day and future installations.
Different weather patterns are associated with different durations
for extreme power production events. This suggests that adequate
monitoring is needed for potential warnings in different

timescales for weather-induced production shortages in a climate-
neutral energy system. In particular, the longer events might be
critical, as they increase the burden on the security of the elec-
tricity supply due to continuous demand for electricity and a
declining load of storage. Prolonged SEa thus can be considered
as a multivariate compound event, one of the four types of
compound weather and climate events22. Optimized spatial dis-
tribution of renewable power plants alone cannot substantially
reduce the maxima in the total residual demand23, but storage
capacities and transmission of electricity could balance residual
loads arising from anomalously low production14.

Prolonged SEa is one example of weather patterns with a high-
pressure system that prevails over several days, commonly known as
atmospheric blocking. Blocking events are known challenges for
power production in energy systems of Europe7,24 and on other
continents25,26. The benefit of using the detailed weather pattern
classification in our study compared to others7,9,11 stems from the
ability to represent the location of the center of high-pressure sys-
tems, and therefore to see the regional differences in wind speed and
irradiance at kilometer-scale resolution. For example, the two
extreme weather patterns Ww and HNFa have a high-pressure
system located over Eastern Europe and Scandinavia-Iceland. These
two patterns yield European mean anomalies in PV and wind
power production of opposite signs. Due to the high impacts of
atmospheric blockings, accurately forecasting such events in terms
of location and duration is a much-needed meteorological service
for the renewable energy sector. Despite the importance, there are
uncertainties in representing blockings in models for numerical
weather predictions27. Future climate projections suggest a reduc-
tion in frequency and duration of atmospheric blockings compared
to the past27,28, but rare high-impact events might be possible27. It
implies that blockings are also an increasing risk for future power
production when we consider the impacts of climate change.
Additionally, temporal sequences of different weather patterns
leading to extremes can be addressed in future studies.

Our study indicates that synoptic weather patterns can be used
to estimate the anomalies in PV and wind power production
across Europe. An earlier study suggests that it is useful to
forecast weather patterns with a focus on a daily time scale for
wind power anomalies and a monthly time scale for PV
power anomalies29. Our results indicate that the monitoring of
weather patterns associated with anomalies in both PV and wind
power production can be useful across weather time scales, i.e.,
hours up to ten days. Such information is helpful for electricity
system operators to replenish energy storage to balance an
upcoming weather-induced shortage in power production.
Weather pattern classifications like the one used here19 are
already well established at meteorological services, e.g., it is
monitored and reported by the German Weather Service. Using
forecasts of weather patterns can therefore be a valuable
meteorological service to quickly identify problematic weather
conditions to inform stakeholders in energy system operation.
This is possible without the need to routinely operate an energy
system model and without the costly requirement to develop and
implement a new warning index.

Methods
Modeling approach. The Renewable Energy Model (REM)
simulates photovoltaic (PV) power, and both on- and offshore
wind power production in Europe. Our simulation with REM uses
23 years of high-resolution meteorological data for 1995–2017
inclusively. The hourly meteorological data are taken from the
COSMO-REA6 reanalysis dataset30, namely 10-m wind speed,
2-m air temperature, and surface irradiance with a horizontal
resolution of 6 km. COSMO-REA6 is a regional reanalysis dataset
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based on the Consortium for Small-scale Modelling (COSMO,
www.cosmo-model.org) model for numerical weather prediction. It
has a horizontal resolution of 6 km and 40 vertical levels, with the
initial and boundary conditions based on ERA-Interim reanalysis
data31. Assimilated observational data include for instance radio-
sondes, wind profiler, aircraft, and station observations30. This
dataset was successfully used for renewable energy applications
before for Europe and Germany14,32–37. Note that the meteor-
ological data has the same weather sequences as the data used in the
weather pattern classification19 due to the assimilation of obser-
vations. In addition to the consistency with the weather patterns,
our choice for using COSMO-REA6 is motivated by the proven
skill for energy system assessments and the lack of a large ensemble
of decadal predictions with a similarly high resolution for multiple
European countries. COSMO-REA6 shows a negative bias of−
1.4% in annual and spatial means of irradiance against satellite
data but is one of the best gridded irradiance datasets currently
available for this type of research36. COSMO-REA6 is also known
to reproduce characteristics of observed irradiance and wind speed
in Germany38 and often outperforms other observational products
and reanalysis data in many metrics33,36,39.

The combined process to produce the output for analyses is
illustrated in Fig. 6a. To substantially speed up the simulation and
retaining the meteorological accuracy of the original data, we
calculate the power production in every eighth grid box, giving us
information on the power production on a horizontal grid of 48
km but using the benefits of the 6 km resolution of the original
meteorological input data at every grid point, following an earlier
approach4. This choice is made to represent consistent meteor-
ological developments in the power simulations free of artifacts
that could be introduced through interpolation of the meteor-
ological data to a coarser spatial resolution.

REM’s PV power component was documented earlier4,36.
The locations of the PV power plants were obtained from www.
wiki-solar.org (as of 2019-03-04). The effective irradiance, i.e., the

irradiance received on the titled PV modules, is calculated from the
direct and diffuse radiation fluxes using geometry and a model for
transferring the diffuse irradiance from the horizontal to the plane
of the array40, as in previous studies4,36. The optimal tilt angles
were obtained by maximizing the PV power production based on
irradiance data for 2014, resulting in tilt angles of 21° to 50° as we
go from southern to northern Europe. An estimate of error derived
from using one year of data (2014) compared to 20 years
(1995–2014) for 10 stations in the Baseline Surface Radiation
Network (BSRN) showed a maximum error of 0.35%41. The
optimal tilt angles are multiplied by a factor of 0.7 to reduce the
shadow effects as investors typically make for economic reasons42.
The azimuth angles were assumed to face south for all PV arrays.
REM uses the power-rating model for crystalline silicon modules43.
The conversion rate is an empirical function based on ambient
temperature, wind speed at the panel, and irradiance43. Methods
for PV power calculations like the one in REM were shown to have
a good accuracy at a smaller computational burden, compared to
other methods of power production estimates44.

The wind power component uses a cubic power curve for
calculating the wind power potential, following the method in
previous studies11,45. The potential capacity factor, denoted C, is
calculated as in Eq. (1).

C ¼

0 if vhub<vcut�in

v3hub�v3cut�in

v3rated�v3cut�in
if vcut�in ≤ vhub<vrated

1 if vrated ≤ vhub<vcut�out

0 if vcut�out ≤ vhub

8
>>>><

>>>>:

ð1Þ

where vhub is the wind speed at hub height. vcut−in and vcut−out are
cut-in and cut-out wind speeds, defined as the threshold wind
speeds for the onset and stop of producing power with the wind
turbine, vrated is the wind speed where the power production

Fig. 6 Components of the Renewable Energy Model (REM). a Flow chart of REM used in this study. b, c. Installed capacity (GW) of PV and wind power in
Europe in the scenario-2050 of the CLIMIX model15. d, e. Average hourly production (GW) of PV and wind power with the 2050 installation using weather
of the period 1995–2017. All data is coarse-grained to a 48 km horizontal resolution, but is calculated using the original 6 km resolution such that the
benefit of the high resolution for the meteorological data is retained.
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reaches the maximum of production for which the turbine was
designed, the so-called rated power.

REM simulates wind power production at a wind speed for
vcut−in, vrated, vcut−out of 3.5, 13, 25 m s−1 for all wind turbines, as in
earlier wind power simulations4,15. Turbine types have specific
values for this wind power curve46. We calculate vhub from wind
speeds at the two model levels 36 and 37 in COSMO-REA6 which
corresponds to typical turbine hub heights from CLIMIX, e.g.,
116 m and 178 m above mean sea level for mean meteorological
conditions. Hub heights of the wind turbines in the CLIMIX model
vary from 17 m to 150 m above ground level, but most are about
100 m above ground level and, therefore, fall within the layer
between the chosen levels for a wind speed interpolation over land,
and an extrapolation to some comparably few lower hub heights.
Turbines in offshore regions are typically higher than on land, with
values around 150 m in CLIMIX, and fall within the layer for
interpolating the wind speeds from COSMO-REA6 output. Wind
speed is the dominant driver of power differences, although air
density also has an influence on the wind power output. In fact, the
influence of variable air density on wind power production is two
orders of magnitude smaller than the influence of wind on power
production33,47. For this reason and out of simplicity, REM uses a
constant value of 1.2295 kg m-3 for air density in the wind power
calculation, consistent with other studies4,45,47.

We compare the REM output for the potentials of PV and
wind power, i.e., calculated with irradiance and 100-m wind
speed data. Data for validation are from the Climate Data Store
(CDS)48,49 dataset Climate and energy indicators for Europe and
from the website Renewables Ninja (www.renewables.ninja)50,51.
This is because the datasets for validation provide gridded data
for potentials. The data for power production are provided at
country-aggregated and with different installed capacities, and
thus, not comparable. The REM output and the CDS data have
different spatial resolutions and domain boundaries since they are
based on different reanalysis datasets, namely COSMO-REA630,
ERA552, and MERRA-253. For this reason, we selected only grid
cells inside four countries (Norway, Germany, Czech Republic,
and Spain) to be comparable between the three datasets. For
validation, we use potentials of PV and onshore wind power from
REM. Wind power offshore was not calculated as country masks
do not include the area of the offshore wind power plants. From
CDS, we selected two variables: solar photovoltaic power
generation and wind power generation onshore. From Renew-
ables Ninja, we selected PV national current and Wind national
current (Wind onshore current for Germany and Spain). We then
spatially averaged these data to get their time series of potentials
over the period 1995–2017. The temporal correlation coefficients
between the hourly output of these datasets and our REM
simulation with the scale-2019 installations for PV power range
from 0.88 to 0.98 and for onshore wind power from 0.75 to 0.97,
for the four selected countries shown in Supplementary Fig. S7.
REM shows similar distributions of hourly PV and wind power
production compared to the other datasets for the four countries
and typically falls within the uncertainty in the distributions
between CDS and Renewables Ninja. One noticeable difference
is for PV power in Spain where REM simulates more high values
compared to CDS and Renewables Ninja (Supplementary
Fig. S7b). This is the benefit of the higher horizontal resolution
of the meteorological data COSMO-REA6 in REM. It allows the
simulation of clear and cloud-free skies in more grid cells which
results in higher values of PV power production which is most
noticeable in southern Europe with high irradiance. Comparing
the average hourly potential, REM therefore also simulates larger
average hourly potentials for PV power compared to CDS and
Renewables Ninja (14%, 12%, and 13%, respectively). The average
hourly potential for onshore wind power is comparable (24%,

23%, and 24%, respectively). Differences in the potentials between
the datasets may arise from the different reanalysis data54,55.

The model uses installed PV and wind power capacities
projected for the year 2050 to account for the projected increase
in renewable power plants that is expected for the coming years.
The gridded data for the installed capacity for PV and wind
power production stem from the 2050 scenario of the model on
climate and energy mix (CLIMIX) with a horizontal resolution of
0.11°, approximately 12.5 km15 (Fig. 6b, c). CLIMIX integrates for
instance information on the PV and wind power resource
availability, forbidden locations (e.g., forest and sea for PV power
and land for wind power offshore), and planned total installed
capacities for the year 2050 from the 80% RES pathway for
electricity production in the Roadmap 205056. Resource avail-
ability for PV and wind power in CLIMIX was determined based
on surface irradiance and 10-m wind speed derived from a
Weather Research and Forecast (WRF) model57 simulation
nudged to ERA-Interim31 reanalysis data for the period 2000-
2012. CLIMIX does not explicitly consider hybrid plants but the
grid cells typically contain both PV and wind power plants. The
PV and wind power capacities do not change over time. Despite
the static locations, CLIMIX data shows reasonable agreements
between estimated power production and observed values for
201215. Since the grid from CLIMIX (12.5 km) is finer than in
REM (48 km), each REM grid cell contains several PV (wind)
power plants from CLIMIX. The potential of an individual PV
(wind) power plant was calculated and then multiplied by its
corresponding installed capacity from CLIMIX to obtain its
power production. Subsequently, the overall power production of
one REM grid cell is the sum of the power production of all PV
(wind) power plants inside that grid cell.

The installed capacities from CLIMIX are 870 GW for PV
power and 440 GW for wind power, giving a ratio of PV-to-wind
installed capacity of 2:1. The projected European total in onshore
wind power is 259.8 GW and larger than the offshore capacity of
179.8 GW for 2050. Hub heights for onshore and offshore regions
have a similar range but are in the mean larger offshore (121 m)
than onshore (97.2 m). The total of PV and wind power capacities
(1310 GW) is about 4.5 fold larger compared to the installed
capacity in 2019 for Europe17, namely 287 GW including 120
GW of PV power and 167 GW of wind power installations
resulting in a ratio of 0.7:1. The projected wind power in the
CLIMIX model is conservative compared to, for example, another
scenario for the European electricity in 2030 where the installed
capacity of wind power is one-and-a-half times larger, namely
620 GW for wind power paired with 872 GW for PV power58.
Our choice of the CLIMIX model projection is motivated by the
availability of gridded installations and the successful usage of the
CLIMIX model to analyze the impacts of weather and climate
change on renewable power in earlier studies11,21,59.

With all the PV and wind power plants in the scenario-2050
installed capacities from CLIMIX (Fig. 6b, c), REM yields an
average potential of 26% for wind power and 15% for PV power,
which is comparable to other studies using installed capacities for
201550,51. The model yields a mean hourly production for Europe
of 130 GW for PV power and 151 GW for wind power for the
2050 installed capacity, which gives a ratio of PV to PV plus wind
power production of 46%. Our model captures regional
differences in weather impacts accounting for the heterogeneous
distribution of installed capacities. Some examples of regional
clusters of high production are European cities with roof-top PV
panels and offshore wind farms in the North Sea and around the
British Isles (Fig. 6b, c).

Due to the lack of a comparable dataset of present-day installed
capacity of PV and wind power, we simulate the present-day
installed capacity (scale-2019) by scaling the gridded data for the
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capacities of scenario-2050 such that they match the Europe-
aggregated capacity for PV and wind power in 2019. The 2019
installed capacities aggregated over Europe are namely 120 GW of
PV power and 167 GW of wind power17. The scaling approach
decreases the installed capacity simultaneously across Europe at
the same rate for individual energy sources, i.e., by about a factor
of 0.14 (0.4) relative to the 2050 capacity for PV (wind) power,
but retains the spatial distribution of installations of 2050. The
regional capacity in scale-2019 thus does not necessarily reflect
the current regional installed capacity because countries increase
their capacities at different speeds and their future locations are
not always the same as today. For example, the installed capacities
for wind power in scale-2019 for Germany, France, and Italy are
smaller, larger, and roughly equal compared to the results from a
study using the capacities in 20157 (in the same order: 12.6, 14.2,
and 7.6 GW, compared to 31.5, 9.0, and 7.9 GW). In the absence
of present-day gridded data for installed capacities with a high
spatial resolution across Europe, differences in scientifically
estimated capacities are to be expected. For instance, past studies
had differences in the installed capacity of wind power in 2015 for
Germany, with 31.5 GW7 and 40 GW6. Our approach successfully
reproduces the ratio of PV to PV plus wind power from a previous
study6. For example, from scale-2019 for Germany, the ratio of PV
to PV plus wind power for installed capacity is 49% and for yearly
production is 29%, comparable to the results from a previous
study with 49% and 32%, respectively6. We also find that the
pattern of High pressure over Central Europe (HM) is associated
with the lowest total production for Germany in our 2019 simula-
tion in agreement with a study using installed capacities of 20156

(Supplementary Fig. S1). We further compared the temporal
variability in hourly production from REM’s scale-2019 simula-
tion against actual production data from the ENTSO-E Transpar-
ency Platform (transparency.entsoe.eu)60 for the year 2017, which
is the last year for the meteorological data from COSMO-REA6.
One cannot expect a close agreement with ENTSO-E for the
hourly amount of country-aggregated power production due to
differences in the installations and in the meteorological data.
Nevertheless, REM’s output has a similar temporal variability in
the hourly PV and wind power production compared to the
ENTSO-E data for 2017, with Pearson correlation coefficients of
0.95-0.97 for PV power and 0.56-0.69 for onshore wind power.

Analysis strategy. All results for power production associated
with the weather patterns are calculated at an hourly time scale
(unit GW), the same as the original output of the energy model to
maintain its high temporal resolution. One exception is the daily
production in the assessment of extremes of different duration
namely 1, 5, and 10 days, all expressed in TWh per day. We
calculate PV and wind power production for all time steps with
valid data. We consider anomalies in terms of power production
and do not simulate electricity demand or transmission. However,
over- and underproduction would theoretically correspond to an
over- or undersupply, if all else was equal.

We assess anomalies in PV and wind power production
associated with different weather patterns. To that end, we use 29
different synoptic weather patterns for Europe from a dataset
provided by the German Weather Service19. Each day is associated
with one particular weather pattern for the whole of Europe. The
names of the weather patterns follow the official definition19. To be
compatible with the hourly output from REM, we assign the same
weather pattern of a given day to all 24 hours of the same day. To get
Europe-aggregated hourly mean production classified by weather
patterns, we calculate the hourly mean across all time steps
associated with the same weather pattern. The 1995–2017 mean is
then subtracted from this composite of mean production per

weather pattern to determine the anomaly in power production. For
seasonal differences, semi-annual division for seasons is defined as
in the classification of weather pattern19 for consistency, i.e., winter
refers to 16 October to 15 April, and summer to 16 April to
15 October. Seasonal anomalies are calculated in a similar manner
but by selecting time steps for winter and summermean production.

For spatial differences, to calculate the power production
anomalies for each weather pattern, gridded data with the time
steps corresponding to that weather pattern are selected and hourly
averaged to compile composite data for each weather pattern. Then
the 1995–2017 mean power production or meteorological data for
Europe is subtracted from the composite means per pattern (e.g.,
Figs. 4, 6d, e). Anomalies in power production associated with
weather patterns are calculated in percentage relative to the mean
production, i.e., subtracted and then divided by the mean for all-
year or the season for the period 1995–2017 from the same
simulation. Note that the different installed capacities for PV and
wind power in the simulations imply different absolute power
productions even when relative anomalies of individual energy
sources are identical between the simulations.

Four regions, marked in Fig. 5, are chosen for an assessment of
spatially averaged anomalies in power production considering
different durations. The regions cover 20 x 20 grid boxes each and
are selected for the following reasons. The northernmost part of
Scandinavia (around 67.6°N, 20.1°E) is selected because of the
contrast in the power production anomaly compared to Western
Europe, e.g., Fig. 4b, c. Northern Germany paired with the North
Sea (around 53.1°N, 7.0°E) is assessed due to the large number of
installed wind power plants. The Iberia peninsula (around
39.9°N, 5.0°W) is investigated due to the high potential for PV
power production. The Balkans and surrounding areas (40.3°N,
20.8°E) are analyzed due to the contrast in wind power
production relative to Western Europe7.

To identify weather patterns associated with extremes in PV and
wind power production of different durations, we first identify sets
of consecutive days that have the same weather pattern for at least 1,
5, and 10 days, referred to as 1-, 5-, and 10-day events. One day is a
typical time frame used in past studies and chosen here for the
comparability to past results. Ten days is a typical time period for the
limit of weather forecasting beyond which the predictability of the
weather strongly declines. We additionally choose five days to assess
one interim point in time. We obtained 8401, 443, and 19 events
with 1-, 5- and 10-day duration, respectively. The year-to-year
differences in the event occurrence can be large, e.g., zero to four
events for 10-day events, but there is no perceptible strong long-term
trends (see Supplementary Fig. S8). In each region, we compute the
composite of 1-day means for the same weather pattern and subtract
the 1-day mean for 1995–2017 to obtain the anomalies. The weather
patterns associated with the lowest and highest power production
are identified per duration and region (Fig. 5).

Data availability
COSMO-REA6 data is freely available at https://opendata.dwd.de/climate_environment/
REA/COSMO_REA6/. The CLIMIX data was acquired from the author15. The output of
REM and the source data for figures are available61 at https://www.wdc-climate.de/ui/
entry?acronym=DKRZ_LTA_1198_ds00003.

Code availability
The code of REM and custom codes to reproduce the figures are available61 at https://
www.wdc-climate.de/ui/entry?acronym=DKRZ_LTA_1198_ds00003.
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